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A Handbook for Teaching Exchange Workshops
A Teaching Exchange (TE) Workshop is a forum for teaching colleagues working in the same
department to come together to share experiences, insights and ideas about teaching practice.
With a view to encouraging more collaboration, workshops are designed to enhance open
dialogue across the department, thereby contributing to a bottom-up culture of quality
assurance.
This handbook describes the components of TE Workshops and provides the tools necessary
for setting one up in your department.

Why TE Workshops?
•
•
•

Improve learning environments for both students and teachers.
Face up to the challenges of teaching practice in your subject area.
Create supportive spaces to problem-solve and develop teaching quality.

Over the past year, we traveled around England to diverse Higher Education institutions to run
‘Teaching Exchange’ (TE) Workshops for departments. Our workshops brought together
teaching staff across experience levels to exchange insights and best practices, as well as to
discuss challenges, setbacks and obstacles they face as teachers (and learners). Through a
series of facilitated discussions and practicum activities, the workshops brought together the
‘knowledge in the room,’ helping departments to collectivize teachers’ skills and locate what
problems are systemic, rather than individual.
As such, our workshop offers an alternative to existing models for quality assurance (i.e.
traditional teacher feedback forms and performance evaluations), which often leave instructors
feeling isolated and alienated from their work, their colleagues and their students. On an
institutional level, the workshop responds to the need for a proactive, collaborative and reflexive
‘ground-up’ approach to teaching quality enhancement (QE) and quality assurance (QA) in
higher education.
TE Workshops are an innovative tool that can be used by departments to improve teaching
quality through using the resources that are most readily available and accessible: the expertise,
experience and ideas of your colleagues.
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What activities are included in a TE Workshop?
A TE Workshop is made up of several activities, all of which are aimed at providing forums for
discussion and exchange about elements of pedagogy. These can be tailored and adapted to
suit your institution, and can be arranged to take place in any order. Each TE Workshop module
is described individually in terms of time range required, intended aims, and tips for facilitation.
We encourage workshop organisers to use these guidelines as starting points and to adapt and
develop each activity in order to suit your departmental and institutional culture. Detailed tools
for running each element of the workshop are available in the Appendices of this Handbook.

Insights Exchange
A chance to hear colleagues with particular interests and skills in teaching share their views on
what works and doesn’t in the classroom, as well as challenges and opportunities associated
with teaching in our subject area.
This activity sets up a panel of colleagues from very different experience levels – a professor, a
lecturer or senior lecturer, and a teaching assistant. Each member of the teaching staff is asked
to prepare a 3-5 minute talk putting forward their views on challenges and opportunities
associated with teaching in the field, institution and department. These presentations form the
basis for group discussion amongst all workshop participants.
Example Questions
What role does teaching play in the experience of PhD students in your department?
What are the challenges and opportunities associated with an early-career teaching post?
What are your experiences of team-teaching?
Time range:

15-20 minutes in total for panelists to speak.
40-45 minutes for all participants to continue discussion.

Resources:

Appendix A provides a list of possible questions for discussion that could act
as prompts for panelists to prepare before the workshop, or to focus and
guide the discussion during the workshop.

Benefits:

-Allows junior and senior faculty to have a conversation about teaching.
-Frames pedagogy as an area worthy of critical enquiry and reflection.
-Creates a forum for debate about challenges and opportunities related to
teaching in the unique context of department and institution

Remember:

It is very important that your panel includes members from all experience
levels, both senior and junior staff, as this allows the merging of ‘new’ and
old’ perspectives on teaching.

‘
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Theory Slam
Thinking on your feet crossed with a poetry slam – an activity designed to build our ability to
engage difficult questions posed at inopportune times.
This activity puts workshop participants in teams of 2-4 depending on the size of the whole
group and assigns each group the task of coming up with a response to a challenging
theoretical question posed by a ‘student’, either in the seminar situation or in the corridor
situation. Groups have five minutes to come up with their response, and three minutes to deliver
it. Other groups listen to the answer and give it a score from 1-5, and provide feedback about
how they think the answer would have helped the student to understand the challenging
concept.
Example Questions
What is the difference between the cultural industries and the creative industries?
Is ‘mediation’ the same as ‘communication’?
Time range:

30-45 minutes in total.
Allow 1-2 minutes to introduce the ‘difficult question’
Allow 5 minutes for the teams to prepare their answer.
Allow each team 3 minutes to present their response, and up to 5 minutes
for scoring and feedback from the rest of the participants.

Resources:

Appendix B provides a list of possible ‘difficult’ questions that can be used
for the exercise. The facilitator should come to the workshop with the
question/s to be used prepared on either a slideshow or ready to be written
up on a board.

Benefits:

-Allow faculty members to work together in small groups to brainstorm
effective ways of answering difficult questions.
-Allows colleagues to give one another feedback on whether they think
students would be satisfied/helped by the answers provided.
-Recreates the sense of pressure and urgency that can exist when a
teacher is asked a difficult question and has to think on their feet.
-Exposes all workshop participants to effective answers to challenging
questions.

Variations:

This exercise can be adapted in two ways:
i) Case Study Slam: instead of asking a challenging theoretical question, a
student asks for a ‘real life example’ of how a theory might be applied
ii) Twitter Theory Slam: teams must construct their answer to either the
challenging theoretical question or the demand for a case study in 140
characters.

Remember:

The ‘competitive’ element of the exercise (each team scoring one another’s
answer) may not always be the most productive or collegiate option
depending on the culture of your department and the number of people or
teams participating in the workshop. It’s best to assess your group and
decide whether or not to include the scoring component.
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The Difficult Hat
Throw your difficulties into the hat - an activity that asks everyone to problem-solve challenges
in learning environments.
At the beginning of the workshop, ask participants to write on a slip of paper a challenging
classroom situation that they have experienced, or that they have heard about a colleague
experiencing. Then fold the responses and put them into a hat, which is placed aside until you
are ready to run this module. To begin the activity, the hat is passed clockwise around the room.
Participants choose a random ‘problem’ from the hat and read it to a colleague on the other side
of the room (try to go around counter-clockwise to make sure everyone has a change to ask and
answer). The respondent gives advice on how to deal with the difficult situation read out.
Example Questions
Please write down a brief description of a difficult or challenging classroom situation. It
could be something you have encountered already, that you have heard of from a
colleague, or that you dread happening...
Time range:

30-45 minutes.
Each respondent should ideally have only 2-3 minutes to provide advice on
how to deal with the difficult situation (but this varies in practice). The
facilitator should keep an eye on the time so as to ensure that everyone
gets a chance to offer his or her experience and problem-solving advice.

Resources:

Appendix C provides a handout that can be used to gather ‘difficult
situations’, as well as a list of some of the problems brought up in
workshops we have already facilitated.

Benefits:

Participants get the chance to hear how their colleagues handle tough
situations
Participants gain new insight on their own responses to difficult situations
they have encountered (generally the person who wrote down the situation
will discuss how they dealt with it, or wished they had)
Exposes participants to problems everyone faces and creates a ‘knowledge
bank’ of practical solutions.

Remember:

The person whose difficult situation is picked should not be the respondent.
If this happens, just put the piece of paper back into the hat and have the
participant pick out another one.
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Feedback Loops
That time you were told ‘you could turn anyone off a media studies degree’ – an activity about
how we can best respond to and incorporate feedback on our teaching and facilitation.
A number of slips of paper asking ‘Can you recall student feedback that was … surprising /
undermining / off the mark / etc’ are folded and put into a hat. This is passed around the room,
and participants have the chance to select a slip and speak to it. The exercise comprises all
sorts of student feedback, from informal comments given by students after class to the kinds of
comments anonymously delivered on student course evaluations.
The goal is to facilitate an open discussion about how to work constructively with student
feedback, what to take on board and what to leave on the survey form.
Example Questions
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that
was:
The most surprising?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that:
Inspired a change in practice?
Time range:

30-35 minutes
The facilitator should keep track of time in order to ensure that all
participants get the chance to pick a slip from the hat.

Resources:

Appendix D provides a list of feedback situations you can use.

Benefits:

Participants can share the types of feedback they have received from
students and reflect on how to integrate it into their teaching (or better
ignore it if it is not constructive!)
Enables colleagues to better determine what student complaints or
dissatisfactions are departmental or institutional.
Counters feelings of shame and isolation by creating a space to talk about
negative feedback and disappointment in the classroom.

Remember:

Sharing moments of embarrassment and perceived failures in our teaching
can be very challenging and loaded. It is important to keep this in mind
when facilitating this activity and make sure to keep the atmosphere as
open and non-judgmental as possible.
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Points to remember when organizing a TE Workshop
Practical Considerations
It might be a challenge to get all faculty members to attend. Things that can help are:
•
•
•
•

Scheduling the workshop into an Away Day or making it an ‘Away Half-Day’
Get certain members of staff to commit to contributing to an element of the workshop
(e.g., the Insights Exchange) in order to ensure that they turn up
Invite all members of teaching staff, including PhD students who teach, teaching
assistants, adjunct professors, part-time staff, as well as permanent faculty members
Consider whether asking the Head of Department to ask faculty to attend could help

Scheduling and Timing
In our experience, we found that a three hour session was ideal. This allowed time for
introductions and preliminaries, a 70 minute Insights Exchange, a 15 minute break, and a 70
minute practical session.
We suggest that the TE Workshop is scheduled either before term begins, or right after it ends.
There are benefits to both scenarios:
•
•

Before term allows all staff to refresh on key challenges and tips related to teaching
before they prepare for the term ahead, and provides new teaching staff an opportunity to
benefit from the insights of more experienced colleagues.
After term provides a forum for reflection on what worked well (and didn’t) in the term that
just passed. It allows colleagues the opportunity to learn from those experiences and
build on them in preparation for the following term.

Creating a Relaxed and 'Safe Space'
The following are recommendations we offer to best create a comfortable and open environment
for your workshop:
•
•
•
•

Organise for coffee, tea, biscuits and water to be available to participants throughout.
Make sure that the facilitator takes time at the beginning of the workshop to allow
everyone to introduce themselves and the subjects that they teach.
Have the facilitator take time at the end of the workshop to thank everyone for their
contributions
Find or appoint a facilitator for the workshop that is not the Head of Department. Having
someone who isn’t a line manager facilitate will help you avoid recreating the atmosphere
of a department meeting and help keep more bureaucratic issues in the background.
(Facilitation is discussed in more detail below).

Roles Needed
To run a TE Workshop, we recommend three key role (detailed below):
•
•
•

Facilitator or co-facilitators
Minute taker
Time keeper
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We suggest using a model of facilitation and minute taking similar to those employed in
consensus-decision making and conflict resolution. Here, all workshop participants begin with a
‘common goal’ of generating best practice pedagogy and expanding problem-solving skill sets.
To meet this goal, the facilitator should work toward synthesizing participants contributions and
guiding the discussion around key points of agreement and disagreement to generate multiperspective reflections. Likewise, minutes should document not only any shared viewpoints and
proposals for change, but also note problem areas and points of contention. This will create a
document of the workshop that can be the basis for further exchange.

The job of the (co-)facilitator is:
•
•
•

To make sure everyone has space to speak.
To try to make sure everyone can understand each other’s input (i.e. If something is
unclear, a facilitator can ask follow-up questions, “Is this what you are saying…?”)
Actively synthesize participants’ contributions as the conversation moves along.

You may want to consider the benefits of using an internal or external facilitatior. Benefits of an
external facilitator (someone from another department, institution or the university teaching and
learning centre) may include greater objectivity, some distance from departmental politics and
the introduction of a fresh perspective. Benefits of an internal facilitator (a staff member from
within the department) may include familiarity with departmental culture, experiences with
successes and challenges in the department, a direct investment in department teaching
practice and the outcomes of the workshop and (potentially) a mandate to make
recommendations for action arising from the TE Workshop.
Co-facilitation can work well because the following two tasks can be shared between the two
facilitators.

The minute keeper’s job is:
•
•
•

To record who is present and keep a log of the discussion.
Take general notes on discussion points.
Pay equal attention to points that receive a lot of agreement as well as those that provoke
disagreements.

The time keeper’s job is:
•
•
•

To keep track of time!
To let the group know when they are heading within a few minutes of their allotted time.
Check in with the group about extending time or adjusting time for workshop activities.

The role of time keeper can be played by the facilitator.

Participation
Often in this facilitation model, participants are also invited to consider their role. This is a list of
some key points to remember during the discussions.
•
•
•
•

To listen respectively and actively to each other.
To ask for clarification on points that others make.
To offer their views when they have something to say that can move the discussion along.
To offer their views when they have important criticisms and concerns.
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•
•

To stay attuned to how other group members are feeling (this is often a non-verbal
task!)
And sometimes: To stop talking and recognize when they are taking up too much space
(particularly in a way that reinforces privilege) or when speaking for other people
(especially if those other people are in the room!).

How can the TE Workshop be made sustainable?
Continuing the Discussion
Once you’ve held the workshop, we recommend that the facilitator take some time to synthesise
the notes and make them into a brief and accessible report that can be circulated amongst all
participants and the broader department. Appendix E provides an example of a report that we
provided to a department where we held a TE Workshop and explains the format that we used.
This is just one possible way among many that such a report could be organised.
The report you produce can be used as a basis for future workshops, or for more focussed
discussions about specific challenges and opportunities that were highlighted in the initial TE
Workshop. We believe that it is possible to integrate the findings of the TE Workshop into the life
of your department by having ongoing discussions about the most pressing issues that arise.

Some ideas for how to take forward the discussions initiated in a TE Workshop:
•

•
•
•

Set up working groups to focus on problem-solving key issues, such as ‘negotiating with
students regarding the value of theory’, ‘integrating team taught courses’, ‘managing
interdisciplinarity’, etc. These groups could meet once a term to brainstorm strategies to
support teaching and feedback to staff meetings.
Put the TE report online in a wiki, blog or other online forum such as Moodle to which
only staff have access as a starting point for ongoing discussion.
Have a TE Workshop every year in order to encourage staff to continue to share and
discuss new approaches to dealing with pedagogical challenges.
Host a TE Workshop for new staff that join your department.
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APPENDIX A
Discussion points for the Insights Exchange
Note: These are preliminary suggestions, and should not be considered a comprehensive list.
We suggest that you use these as starting point to define more specific topics relevant to your
institution.
What role does teaching play in the experience of PhD students in your department?
What are the challenges and opportunities associated with an early-career teaching post'
What are your experiences of team-teaching?
What do you think are the benefits and risks of team-taught, core survey courses?
What are the challenges and opportunities of developing and teaching research-led courses?
What are some of the strategies you have used to integrate or relate theoretical and applied
material in the course that you teach?
How does interdisciplinarity figure in your teaching?
To what extent are the students in your classes from different disciplinary backgrounds and how
do you adjust your teaching to accommodate this?
How do you design your intended learning outcomes for each class or course?
How do you integrate theoretical material into your practice-oriented course?
How do you integrate empirical material and case studies into your theoretically-oriented course?
How do you negotiate with students in order to demonstrate the value of theory?
What frameworks do you use to assess creative, practical assignments?
What are the unique characteristics and needs of your student body?
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APPENDIX B
Challenging questions for Theory Slam
What is the difference between the cultural industries and the creative industries?
Is ‘mediation’ the same as ‘communication’?
How do the concepts ‘globalisation’ and ‘cosmopolitanism’ relate?
What is media convergence?
Do we need a ‘critical theory of the internet’?
Why does media ownership matter?
Do we live in a ‘society of the spectacle’?
Is print dead?
Has there been a Facebook revolution?
What is a ‘text’?
What is discourse?
Why do I need to study methodology?
What is theory?
Why do I need ‘Theory x’ to become ‘Practitioner y’?

Topics for Case Study Slam
Can you give me a real-world example of … ?
… ‘public sphere’
… ‘cosmopolitanism’
… ‘mediation’
… ‘media convergence’
… ‘diaspora’
… ‘performativity’
… ‘transnationalism’
… ‘transmediation’
… ‘transculturalism’
… ‘network society’
… ‘digital divide’
… ‘political economy’
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APPENDIX C
Handout for difficult situations
Please write down (legibly so that others can read it) a brief description of a difficult or
challenging classroom situation. It could be something you have encountered already, that you
have heard of from a colleague, or that you dread happening...
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APPENDIX D
Feedback loop prompts
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that was:
The most memorable?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that was:
Particularly challenging?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that was:
Totally off the mark?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that was:
The harshest/meanest?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that was:
The most ingratiating?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that was:
The most ridiculous?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that was:
The most surprising?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that was:
The most incoherent?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that:
Inspired a change in practice?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that was:
Empty – i.e, they didn’t bother?
Can you recall, from your own experience or that of a colleague, student feedback that was:
Not meant for you (surely)?
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APPENDIX E
An example of a TE Workshop report structure
Section 1: REFLECTIONS ON PEDAGOGY
[Summarise the key discussion points that came up in relation to teaching in the discipline.
These might include:
The relation between theory and practice
Negotiating with students regarding the value of theory
Integrating theory and practice into courses
On making the most of collaborative learning technologies
Etc.]

Section 2: NEGOTIATING STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS
[What kinds of pressures are placed on teaching staff by the institution and/or HE sector in
general? How are staff discussing or thinking through these pressures, what kinds of advice do
they offer each other as strategies for managing and surviving these pressures?]

Section 3: SHARING TEACHING TIPS
[What were the problem situations that came up? And what kinds of solutions did colleagues
offer one another?]

Section 4: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TAKING TE WORKSHOP
DISCUSSIONS FURTHER
[Did any good ideas come up that warrant further attention and discussion by the department as
a whole? Any action points that could be taken forward?]
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Dr. Anna Feigenbaum is Assistant Professor of Communications in the Department of
Social Science, Humanities and Communication Studies at Richmond, The American
International University in London. She holds a PhD in Communication Studies from
McGill University. She has previously taught at McGill University, Binghamton University
(SUNY) and the LSE where she was an LSE Fellow in 2008-2009. Her research on
teaching has been published in The Review of Education, Pedagogy and Cultural
Studies and the McGill Centre for Research and Teaching on Women Newsletter. She
has hosted and facilitated a number of workshops on pedagogy at institutions including
Nottingham University and the University of Amsterdam. An active participant in teacher
development and learning enhancement, she actively participates in safe space and
cooperative facilitation training. anna.feigenbaum@richmond.ac.uk
Dr. Mehita Iqani was a Teaching Fellow in Culture, Media and Creative Industries,
King’s College London for the duration of this project and is now Senior Lecturer in
Media Studies at the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa.
She holds a PhD in Media and Communications from the London School of Economics
and Political Science, as well as a postgraduate certificate in Higher Education from the
same institution. Along with two colleagues, she was winner of the ADM-HEA Prize for
a paper about “Student-Centered Student Learning” presented at the 2008/9 MeCCSA
conference, and subsequently published in the ADM-HEA magazine, Networks.
mehita.iqani@wits.ac.za
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